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The Citizen

Mr. Roosevelt asks Tolerance

70 this year and our days of speech-making, wishful-thinking, and program-planning are done, and be believed. This is the year for deeds, for tackling the biggest job we can think of—tackling by all-out defense of our beloved nation.

We must realize that this is a serious matter—not a picture. We must realize the desperate strength of an enemy who has already indicated that they are out to win regardless of the facts and means by which they hope to do it.

Any inconveniences therefore our way must be borne cheerfully and graciously in the knowledge that it is essential to the successful winning of the terrific struggle for survival between slavery and democracy; that our hardships and distresses are inconsequential to those borne by those in actual battle, and certainly to those endured by the oppressed peoples of the world.

Our priceless birthright of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" are far more precious than the few—if any—ever before. For their preservation we will stake our lives and in any case human life, anything which we can do is not too high a price.

Thankful for the more-than-fair share of all this we have, and in this attitude let us be as wise as our forefathers were, and in all this let us be as just as the President, as disinterested as he is in our United States; as compassionate as the heroines sacrificial which have been mentioned by him in his major address. Let us now do our share to make it free from bondages and wrongs; to serve our country by dedicating every waking moment to the defense and labor for our America—on the farm, in the factories, on the ranch, in the farms, in the distressed homes; to forge our own swords and pay our concerns for the common good and welfare; to keep faith for our glorious heritage and to accept the burden. And the rancor which has surrounded the necessary restrictions imposed by a benevolent government to make our home a new birth of freedom, and that of government, the people by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Mr. Roosevelt asks tolerance and understanding.

N. C. D. C. Railles

The following example set by the Southern District Council, northern California, the Coordinating Committee of the Coordinating Committee, consisting of four main divisions, at a special meeting held in San Francisco on Dec. 21.

The need of a special organization across the nation for the immediate solution of the inadequacy of the present Council system in meeting the problems that arise.

The divisions of the committee—Sacramento Valley—will meet often and discuss the problems thrown up by the divisions of the committee and to render the services. The enemy with the enemy with the weapon by inciting race hysteria. Let us be vigilant.

During a recent conference with Civilian Defense heads in Kamona, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt recently accused—-at Nisei and heard first-hand the situation of the second and first phases of the defense work.

Shigeyo Watanabe, spokewoman, pledged the whole student group of the Japanese community to the defense program, in turn, Mrs. Roosevelt reassured American mothers as in the same wave with the undeserved plight of the Jews.

The 20-minute interview was made on the Japanese students of Prof. Ralph Sheaffer, head of the department of the College of Pacific.

Shown with Mrs. Roosevelt are—Shigeyo Watanabe and Wada Gyoshirighi, both students at the College of Pacific, who have made a public address with others, and who have been sent to the Red Cross, Civilian Protection Division, church groups and the University of Washington faculty on the various problems confronting the community.

JACL headquarters are crowded every day with both first and second generation individuals seeking advice, information, assistance. General Welfare Committee interpreted and released the news of all our fighting forces and their localization and return to civilian life. The council has assisted various individuals in finding out government firms and the restoration of business and economic conditions in general.

The corps has also interceded in some cases for individuals who have lost employment because of the war. It is now in the midst of an unemployment survey, not only to give facts as to where they may be presented to the necessary authorities. Another phase includes an economic survey to assist families in need.

The Civilian Protection corps is working with local officials in areas of concentration, will assist with food, water, sanitary facilities and news media.

The Red Cross corps has collected more than $10 in the community.

Continued on Page 18)
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U.S. Gov't Beckons Workers

With war conditions forcing many Nipponese to seek means of livelihood, more are seeking positions with the Pacific American Employers. The greatest opportunity in this field at present is with the Japanese stenographers at Washington, D. C.

The United States Civil Service Commission is continuing its search for stenographers in Washington to meet the demand for secretaries. The stenographer's position is open until further notice. The position pays $1,200 a year, and the work will be confined to several hundred cities throughout the United States. In order to arrange for greater convenience for all applicants, the Commission is planning to advance the examinations to places where the examinations will be held.

The proper application may be obtained from the Secretary of the Board of U.S. Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C.

In order to provide more living quarters for Government employees, especially in the lower-income groups, there has begun, under the direct sponsorship of a building program for constructing thousands of apartments, dormitories and other units, a campaign to sell U.S. savings bonds to financiers. The new effort, they say, is the result of a study of the possibilities of this method of raising funds and of the success of similar drives in other countries.

Other U.S. tests are as follows:

(a) Japanese book, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(b) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(c) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(d) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(e) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(f) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(g) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(h) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(i) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(j) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(k) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(l) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(m) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(n) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(o) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(p) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(q) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(r) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(s) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(t) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(u) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(v) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(w) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(x) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(y) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

(z) Japanese bank, true name, or name change, insurance company, trade, or correspondence, and the National Civil Service Commission's list for the given test.

The National Civil Service Commission has announced a change in the schedule for the examination for the position of stenographer, which is open until further notice. The examination is open to all applicants, regardless of age or sex. All persons interested in the examination should contact the Office of the Commissioner of the United States, 1000 United States Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C.

With war conditions forcing many Nipponese to seek means of livelihood, more are seeking positions with the Pacific American Employers. The greatest opportunity in this field at present is with the Japanese stenographers at Washington, D. C.

The United States Civil Service Commission is continuing its search for stenographers in Washington to meet the demand for secretaries. The stenographer's position is open until further notice. The position pays $1,200 a year, and the work will be confined to several hundred cities throughout the United States. In order to arrange for greater convenience for all applicants, the Commission is planning to advance the examinations to places where the examinations will be held.

The proper application may be obtained from the Secretary of the Board of U.S. Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C.

In order to provide more living quarters for Government employees, especially in the lower-income groups, there has begun, under the direct sponsorship of a building program for constructing thousands of apartments, dormitories and other units, a campaign to sell U.S. savings bonds to financiers. The new effort, they say, is the result of a study of the possibilities of this method of raising funds and of the success of similar drives in other countries.
Pressing Need for Solidarity...

To the Members of the JACL:

It is essential to the welfare of this Nation that all of us make the necessary contributions to carry on the war. The war demands a vigorous and sustained loyalty on the part of all of us. It is an indication of the strength of the American Nation that she can carry on this war, and in this war she can reach a victory.

I am referring to the citizens of California who, through their actions, are working to carry on the war. The contributions made by these citizens are essential to the success of the war, and they are the right kind of contribution.

I am referring to the citizens of California who, through their actions, are working to carry on the war. The contributions made by these citizens are essential to the success of the war, and they are the right kind of contribution.

Among the first groups to contribute to San Francisco's "Give a Bomber to Uncle Sam" patriotic campaign was the group of Nisei, representing the San Francisco JACL chapter. Presenting their $100 check to the San Francisco Examiner are, left to right, in front: Henry Tanai, president; Allen Inouye; Yo Kiwata and Mina Masaoka, national JACL secretary. Behind them are Yapo ha and Minoru Kidd. (NBS reprinted by courtesy of The Chi Belt.

They Are Loyal, Anxious to Please...

To All Loyal American Citizens of Japanese Ancestry:

The war against Japan places you in a most difficult situation. On the one hand you can see, and through this test of your own, be made the objects of unfair discrimination or even of bodily harm by other overzealous, but perhaps emotionally irresponsible, citizens who, because of their hatred and distrust of the Japanese government, feel compelled to vent that hatred and distrust upon any Japanese racial group with which they may come in contact.

On the other hand, as loyal Americans, you are anxious to give every support to our government in the war against Japan. And, very naturally, you wish that your local services be so recognized and accepted for their true value.

As a result of these conditions, it is necessary that you render extraordinary and unique services which could not be possible by the action of those other races. You can render unique service to the military and naval services. As a result of this, you can be of great service to our government.

As a result of these conditions, it is necessary that you render extraordinary and unique services which could not be possible by the action of those other races. You can render unique service to the military and naval services. As a result of this, you can be of great service to our government.

I am referring to the citizens of California who, through their actions, are working to carry on the war. The contributions made by these citizens are essential to the success of the war, and they are the right kind of contribution.

I am referring to the citizens of California who, through their actions, are working to carry on the war. The contributions made by these citizens are essential to the success of the war, and they are the right kind of contribution.

JACL Declaration of Policy Lauded

To the Members of the JACL:

I am glad, indeed, to receive the declaration of policy by the Japanese American Citizens League. It is a declaration in which every citizen, regardless of his racial origin, may take pride, and gives gratifying assurance in these trying times that the confidence and esteem in which our citizens of Japanese origin are held, will continue.

With kind personal regards and with every good wish for the success of the efforts of the League to emerge and strengthen the friendship between the two races.

E. B. Root,
Chairman
Supreme Court of the United States.

JACL Declaration of Policy Lauded

To the Members of the JACL:

It is a real pleasure to extend a brief message to the members of the Japanese American Citizens League.

America needs the wholesome and patriotic support of all its citizens in order that it may be possible for our institutions of freedom to be preserved as they are.

Your offer of service to the National Government, and to the several states, is worthy of the highest commendation and recognition.

America is made up of men and women from the four corners of the earth, of every racial origin and nationality. It is truly the melting pot of the world, There is no place here for the muck who thinks that he is the only one and all the others.

America America is made up of men and women from the four corners of the earth, of every racial origin and nationality. It is truly the melting pot of the world, There is no place here for the muck who thinks that he is the only one and all the others.

The job is tremendous but it can and must be done. Each and every citizen can be used.

F. H. LaGuardia
U. S. Director, Civilian Defense

"A Time That Tries Men's Souls"

To the Members of the JACL:

We have come to a time that tries men's souls. On the part of many there comes the necessity for patience, fortitude and great courage. On the part of others, for understanding, tolerance and kindness.

America is made up of men and women from the four corners of the earth, of every racial origin and nationality. It is truly the melting pot of the world, There is no place here for the muck who thinks that he is the only one and all the others.

We have become new men and women with new interests and new devotions and new loyalties.

To the Americanborn citizens of Japanese parentage, we give for example and guidance, for those who have not been born in this country, we offer the hand of friendship, secure in the knowledge that they will be as true American as the rest of us.

This is a time of no time for all Japanese-speaking people. We must work together for the preservation of our American system, for the continuation of our country. The theory of universal brotherhood. I know what the Japanese-American Citizens League wants to do, and I am sure that you will receive the hearty cooperation of all others.

Ralph L. Carr
Governor of Colorado
**The PACIFIC CITIZEN**
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**Congratulations on Caliber of Members**

**Ineere Thanks...**

The Members of the JACL:

Let me say here that the message of the Japanese American Citizens League is a message that we all can share. It is aimed at "create better Americans in a greater America," and it is this aim which we all should work to achieve.

When we discuss our "American identity," we are concerned with the idea of "America" being a group of people who share a common heritage and values. This is the message of the JACL, and it is a message that we all should work to achieve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "broad concept" which includes many different groups of people. It is a concept that includes people of different races, religions, and cultures. It is a concept that includes people who have come to America from different parts of the world.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "dynamic concept," which means that it is constantly changing and evolving. It is a concept that is shaped by the experiences of our people, and by the events that shape our country.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "wonderful concept," which means that it is something that we should be proud of. It is a concept that should be celebrated, and that we should work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "real concept," which means that it is a concept that actually exists. It is a concept that is real, and that it is something that we can work to achieve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "powerful concept," which means that it is a concept that can be used to make a difference. It is a concept that can be used to make our country stronger, and to make it a better place for all of its citizens.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "beautiful concept," which means that it is a concept that is pleasing to the eye and to the mind. It is a concept that is beautiful, and that it is something that we should work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "delicate concept," which means that it is something that we should be careful with. It is a concept that is easily broken, and that it is something that we should work to preserve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "necessary concept," which means that it is something that we all need. It is a concept that is necessary, and that it is something that we all need to work for.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "vital concept," which means that it is something that is essential to our lives. It is a concept that is vital, and that it is something that we should work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "valuable concept," which means that it is something that is valuable. It is a concept that is valuable, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "great concept," which means that it is something that is of great importance. It is a concept that is great, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "perfect concept," which means that it is something that is perfect. It is a concept that is perfect, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "good concept," which means that it is something that is good. It is a concept that is good, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "fair concept," which means that it is something that is fair. It is a concept that is fair, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "just concept," which means that it is something that is just. It is a concept that is just, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am convinced that our American identity is a "true concept," which means that it is something that is true. It is a concept that is true, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.
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I am convinced that our American identity is a "true concept," which means that it is something that is true. It is a concept that is true, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.

I am also convinced that our American identity is a "real concept," which means that it is something that is real. It is a concept that is real, and that it is something that we should all work to preserve.
First Chapter Donates to Blood Bank

MONTPELIER, Calif. — Believed to be the first chapter of the JACL chapter or bust! the 1943 membership chapter of the Monterey peninsula league offered their blood to the local Red Cross agency to start the ball rolling for a Red Cross blood bank. The chapter also voted to sponsor a series of pot-luck dinners featuring the sales of Defense stamps and uniforms for the Red Cross. The first of these dinners was held on Jan. 21 in George Nakaji and Aki Takigawa, chairmen of the chapter.

San Mateos Drive for 350 Members

SAN MATEO, Calif. — With the fighting words, "350 members in the San Mateo JACL chapter or bust!" the 1943 membership chapter of the peninsula was launched on January 11.

In order to foster competition, the drive was divided into two campaign teams headed by Ray Oka of Palo Alto and Saiki Yamaguchi of San Mateo.

The drive was scheduled to end on Jan. 31. Membership fees include 

Any family of three or more pays $5.

San Mateo County Greetings

Palo Alto, California

NISEI DEMOCRATIC CLUB OF OAKLAND

California Chrysanthemum

Growers' Ass'n

PAO ALTO LAUNDROMAT

President, K. Inouye
Manager, J. I. Rikihara

Redwood City

Oakland, California
NO MAN'S LAND

Favorite Recipes of Our Members

**DUCKY'S EACH SALAD**
By Emily Yagyu
Alameda Chapter

Place a peeled peach half, cut side down, on a small mound of cottage cheese on a lettuce-covered salad plate. Using a toothpick, stick a white or yellow marshmallow on at one end of the duck's head, insert- ing raisins for eyes and a blanched almond for a bill. Stick a few more almonds in the peach at the other end to make a pecky tail, and there is a little Mr. Duck sitting serenely among green lettuce waves.

New ENGLISh CLaMEr
By Mrs. Sally Dean Yamada
Oakland Chapter

Ingredients:
- 2 strips of bacon, chopped
- 1 onion, minced
- 1 cup boiling water
- 1 cup diced potatoes
- 1 teaspoon salt
- ¼ teaspoon pepper
- 1 cup (or ½) minced clams
- 2 cups milk, scalded
- 3 tablespoons

Fry out bacon in large saucepan; add onion and salt until browned; add boiling water, potatoes and season- ing, and boil about 15 minutes, or until potatoes are soft. Add clams and milk to soup mixture and again bring to boil. Pour over white bread and baked in a 375 degree oven for 2 hours. Thicker broth for gravy.

Serves 6.

**NEAT IN CABBAGE ROLLS**
By Mrs. Gilichi Yokshiba
Mount Eden Chapter

Ingredients:
- 1 cup boiled rice
- 1 large head cabbage
- 1 lb. ground beef
- ¼ lb. ground pork
- 1 cup milk
- 2 teaspoons salt
- ¼ teaspoon pepper
- 2 tablespoons fat
- 2 tablespoons brown sugar
- ½ cup hot water

Remove cabbage leaves from head and immerse in boiling salted water; cook until leaves are partially transparent and pliable; drain. Combine meats with 1 cup milk, brown sugar, and sautéed rice; mix thoroughly. Trim center vein of cabbage leaves; spoon meat mixture onto each leaf, roll and tie securely or fasten with toothpicks. Brown in pan; sprinkle with brown sugar; add water; cover and cook slowly for two hours. Thicker broth for gravy.

Serves 6.

**NEW YEAR GREETINGS FROM FRESNO AMERICAN LOYALTY LEAGUE**

Bill Ishida
George Ahe
Lily Yamanaka
Sam Nakato
Sam Yamanaka
Osao Fuji
Hatsue Haya-
Naka
Tom Nakamura
Eda Nakamura
Dr. T. Yatabe

New Year Greetings from...

**ADDRESS J. A. C. L.**

Sakae Date
Mr. and Mrs. James Hoshikura
Bad Misumi
Aiko Izakata
Hana Inoue
Pot. Hoshikuma
Yoshih Inoue
Mr. and Mrs. Misaki Zhang
Izakat Iwata
Toshiko Kato
River Kawamura
Mary Matsura
Johnie Miki
Sam Miki

Grace Nomura
Mitsuo Okei
Mr. and Mrs. George Rokutani
Mr. and Mrs. Kenji Shikuma
Samiko Shiroishi
Toshio Shinohara
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Takeda
Johnny Toshita
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Twuhey
Sumi Yagata
Tatsuo Wakahib
Tomoko Yamashita
John Yashita
Ruby Yashita

**New Year Greetings from...**

Salinas Valley Chapter JACL

P. O. Box 184
Salinas
California

editted by hattou hiro, and miikou hayashida

1 cup shortening
- ½ teaspoon salt
- 1 teaspoon vanilla
- 1½ cup sugar
- 2 tablespoons
- ¾ cup sliced flour
- ½ teaspoon soda
- 2 tablespoon milk
- 2 cups date, pitted and cut up
- 1 cup milk

Blend shortening, salt and vanilla. Add sugar gradually and cream well. Add eggs and mix well. Lift flour and soda with cream to a smooth mixture, alternating with milk, mixing thoroughly. Add dates and nuts and blend. Drop from teaspoons on baking sheets which have been greased. Let sit for a few minutes. Then flatten cookies by pressing with a glass (bottom) covered with a damp cloth. Sprinkle with sugar and bake in moderate oven (375 degrees) for 12 to 15 minutes.

**CHOCOLATE ROLL**
By Mrs. Bessie Nishimura
Oakland Chapter

Ingredients:
- 3 cups sifted flour
- 1 tablespoon soda
- 1 teaspoon cream of tartar
- 1 teaspoon cinnamon
- 1 tablespoon vanilla
- ½ cup butter or other short- ening
- 2 cups sifted brown sugar
- 2 eggs, beaten
- ¼ cup chopped nuts

Sift together flour, soda, cream of tartar and cinnamon. Cream shortening. Add sugar and cream thoroughly. Add eggs and beat well. Add nuts. Shape in round or square loaf. Wrap in waxed paper and let it stand in cool place, like refrigerator, overnight. Bake in this shape and bake in hot oven (375 degrees) for 8 minutes.

**DATE COOKIES**

Ingredients:
- 3 eggs
- 4½ teaspoon salt
- ½ cup sugar
- 3 tablespoon cocoa
- 4 cup whipping cream

Sifted flour, chocolate, white sugar until creamy; add half of the sugar and beat well until stiff. Then add egg yolk and remaining sugar; beat well.

**GREETINGS...**

Wm. Zenji Tsuji

**WINTERS CALIFORNIA**

Yo-Solano Greetings...

Mary Obata
Tom Egusa
Tom Tanaka
George Osugi

“For Better Americans in a Greater America”

Yo-Solano JACL

Dixon California

**AYOAGI FAMILY**

Allen & Kazako
Harry
Shun & Terako
Tori (Fort Ord) and Joe

Dixon California

**GREETINGS FROM...**

Eden Township T.A.C.L.

P. O. Box 576
Hayward — California

Kebo Electric Store
GEORGE & JOHNSON KEBO, Prop.

Electric Appliances & Furnitüre
Authorised G. E. Dealer

1420 Kern Street
Fresno, Calif.

Seasons’s Greetings from...

FRED KATAOKA
Jewelry and Home Appliances
Fred Kataoka, Jeweler
Don Arata, Radio Technician

Telephone: 4-3179

1411 Tulare Street
Fresno, California
Winslow, Wash.—Members of the Bainbridge Island sub-committee of the Seattle JACL favored sponsorship of a defense bond drive under the chairmanship of Sam Nakano.

At a recent election, Ichiro Nagashima was elected chairman. Other officers are: Masakichi Nakano, 1st vice-chair; Sam Nakano, 2nd vice-chair; Arthur Kuros, sec-secretary, Rikido Tanakaya, rec-secretary; Sadako Nakato, correc.-sec.

Greetings for a Happy New Year from . . .

PORTLAND J. A. C. L

President . . . Dr. Newton K. Uyesugi
Vice-President . . . Sam Kobayashi
Vice-President . . . Tom Kosobayashi
Vice-President . . . Dr. Nakata
Treasurer . . . Smith Morimoto
Corres. Sec. . . . Mary Marumoto
Rec. Sec. . . . Sumiyos Kogiso
Board Delegate . . . Henry Kato

Season’s Greetings from . . .

Valley Civic League

President . . . Thomas Isagi
Vice-Prs. . . . Mike Isagi
Vice-Prs. . . . Frank Natsuhara
Vice-Prs. . . . George Takeyama
Rec. Sec. . . . Frances Itabashi
Corres. Sec. . . . Mary Arima
Treasurer . . . Frank Okimoto
Board Delegate . . . Charles Toshi

Bainbridge Island Sets Bond Drive

WINSWOLD, Wash.—Members of the Bainbridge Island sub-committee of the Seattle JACL favored sponsorship of a defense bond drive under the chairmanship of Sam Nakano.

At a recent election, Ichiro Nagashima was elected chairman. Other officers are: Masakichi Nakano, 1st vice-chair; Sam Nakano, 2nd vice-chair; Arthur Kuros, sec-secretary, Rikido Tanakaya, rec-secretary; Sadako Nakato, correc.-sec.

Greetings for a Happy New Year from . . .

TACOMA J. A. C. L

President . . . Tsuyoshi Nakamura
Vice-President . . . Ken Hayashi
Board Delegate . . . Kaz Yamane
Treasurer . . . Tsuyoshi Horik
Rec. Sec. . . . Yoshiko Fujimoto
Corres. Sec. . . . Hannah Nakagawa

Officials Laud JACL Defense Council

SEATTLE, Wash. — Letters acknowledging the efforts of the JACL Emergency Defense Council in national defense work have been received recently from various local and state leaders.

Excerpts from these letters, addressed to James Y. Sakamoto, executive director, and Elliott addressed to the JACL Emergency Defense Council, follow:

Fred M. Finkler, Department Ad

Vice-Pres. . . . Ralph B. Ochi

SEATTLE TIMES URGES JUST TREATMENT

Cognizable of the plight of the Japanese in their midst, the Seattle Times urged justice in the public’s treatment. In an editorial on Jan. 8, the newspaper stated:

“Just treatment is the common good of this nation toward building up our national defense and internal security.

“In case we can assist in the orga

...”
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National Headquarters Moves to Larger Quarters; Local Leagues Establish Offices, Hire Staffs

Chapters Place Emphasis Upon More Members

Chapters this year will launch even greater efforts toward increasing membership rolls. Emphasis will be placed this year on citizens as a requisite for membership.

Regardless of whether they have been members in the past, all will be required to show their birth certificates or some other certified proof of citizenship before admission into the League.

Another change in the regulations will require money for membership and the Pacific Citizen to be turned in directly to National Headquarters instead of to the national treasurer, as in some cases heretofore.

The 1942 membership cards will be sent out directly from headquarters. Cards will be sent to each chapter as the names and dues are received.

To expedite matters this year, the printing containing the necessary information must be sent to National Headquarters. Upon receipt of these slips, together with the 10 cents per member and the 25 cents per family for the Pacific Citizen, National Headquarters will send the chapters the proper amount of membership cards, which this year are white.

The national annual dues of $18 per chapter must be sent to the national treasurer, Hilo Okada, 707 First Street, Journal Building, Portland, Oregon.

Red Cross Drive

SAN DIEGO, Calif.—The JACL chapter of San Diego County opened its Red Cross drive under the chairmanship of Susie Mukai on January 1.

Committee members were named for the important activities of the chapter as follows: J. K. Sano, Joe Inoguchi, Clark of Idaho, public relations; George Ohashi, Fred Katumata, John Tanaka, Susie Mukai, Red Cross; Anna Morikawa, unemployment and editor; Fred Katumata, Hayab Abe, M. D., First Ward; Tom Takashima, Ted Yagoda, translators; Tom Mukai, Dr. R. E. Tanaka, J. K. Sano, speakers' bureau.

The meeting passed only one resolution, a unanimous declaration calling for all members to pledge their loyalty unequivocally and without any reservations whatsoever to excess extraneous vigilance and to report any and all classes of espionage and sabotage which may come to our attention, and we do hereby create committees which will stand ready at all times to serve our country in any capacity to which we may be called, to the end that we may carry our share of responsibility and trust in the civilian as well as the military defense of the country.

Typical of the sentiments of public officials present were those of the panel participants. Governor Chamberlain declared that there was no room to doubt the loyalty of any American group, including, of course, the Japanese Americans.

"We all now have a common duty, the preservation of the American way of life," declared the chief executive.

Intermountain Meet Lauded

POCATELLO, Idaho—Highlighting the first biennial Inter-mountain District Convention of the JACL, the Pocatello chapter sponsored a huge patriotic rally for delegates and guests.

More than 1,000 persons were in attendance during the special event of the November convention.

With such notable as Governor Chamberlain, the Pocatello chapter presented our people who will aid in the defense of our native land: George Shiozawa, Pocatello, 1st vice-chairman; George Yata, Ogden, 2nd vice-chairman; Tatsumo Koga, Ogden executive secretary; and Joe Kuramata, Salt Lake City, treasurer.

News items of Pocatello lent whole-hearted cooperation in publicity for the affair and the Japanese Americans. By the first time in the history of the city, advertisers of the city's newspapers mentioned the convention and greeted the delegates.

Ogden was selected for the second biennial convention in 1945. During the farewell banquet, Mike Matsuno and Tomiko Kinuma of Salt Lake City were present with awards for "meritorious service to the Japanese American cause during the past year." Chapters were presented to newly-formed chapters of the League at Idaho Falls, Rexburg and Pocatello.

Bay District Pledges All-Out Aid

SANTA MONICA, Calif.—The Santa Monica-Ocean Park unit of the Bay District JACL adopted the resolution pledging all-out aid in the national JACL program at a recent meeting. The resolution further pledged the league to assist the last in need by protecting defense workers and for the purchase of defense bonds and stamps.

George Fukunlawa was appointed chairman of the Red Cross drive for canvas Japanese homes. Those trained in first aid will serve as aid reinforcements for the chapter's first aid division if needed. More than 1,000 persons were enrolled in Red Cross classes during the general meeting while $133.50 in donations were collected.

New Year Greetings from . . .

Greetings from . . .

Gardena Valley J. A. C. L.

Cardena California

Ogden J. A. C. L.

Geo. Yoshida, Pres.

Cardena California

Ogden Utah

New Year Greetings from . . .

SALT LAKE J. A. C. L.

Ichiro Doi
Mituto Higlo
Yuken Ikuo
Russell Kano
Woodrow Kusaka
Michiko Kayama
Tomiko Kimura
Yuriko Kamura
Mrs. Mye Kurumada
Mrs. Helen Kurumada
Dr. Jun Kurumada
Joseph Kurumada
Ruth Matsuda

Greetings from a Happy New Year . . .

from

SALT LAKE J. A. C. L.

T Tom Hamutera
Atsuko Mori
Kai Nakashima
Tadahiko Takaoka
Frank Tashima
Murihiko Terasaki
K. K. Kuroki
K. K. Terasaki
Yasuo Nakamura
Shigeo Ushio
Takamasa Shigiwa

Greetings from . . .

Bay District J. A. C. L.

Santa Monica, California

Rexburg Idaho

Greetings from . . .

Yellowstone J. A. C. L.

Santa Monica, California
Central California Berry Growers Association
25 Years of Conscientious Service to Its Members
510 Battery Street
San Francisco, Calif.

Season's Greetings . . . 
The Mountain Copper Company, Ltd.
351 California Street
San Francisco, California

Compliments of the . . .
Japanese Physicians Group of San Francisco

January, 1942
Patrons of the Only Jewel Bakery in San Francisco
Eagle Bakery Y. Nakahiro
1706 Buchanan St. San Francisco

SABURO KIDO
Attorney at Law
1623 Webster Street
San Francisco, California
Phone: Walnut 6715

Dr. Hideki Hayashi
Dentist
1343 Post Street
San Francisco, California
Phone: Walnut 2923

H. ICHIYASU & SON
Member Insurance Brokers Exchange
1876 Bush St. Walnut 1007

Japanese-English and English-Japanese Dictionaries
We Have the Largest Collection

AOKI Taiseido Book Company
Mail Orders Welcome
1604 Post Street
San Francisco, California

All lines of INSURANCE

Alameda Women Join in Red Cross Work . . .

One of the most active groups in Alameda is the JACL sewing unit which has already made close to 500 garments for Red Cross war relief. Scores of local volunteers are also aiding in this project. Mrs. Hako Milland is shown above operating the sewing machine. The nisei girls in the picture are:

S. F. Greetings . . .
Mary Louise Sea Agnes Inouye Gertrude Sugidono Chizo Nomura Henry Tanai Henry Uyeda Toshio Ikeda

GRAND CAFE
2801 Post Street
San Francisco — California
Phone: Filmores 4406

Greetings from . . .
Weston Basket & Barrel Plant

S. W. Cor. Green and Battery Sts.

Your San Francisco Berry Basket Dealer

California Flower Market
111-5th Street
San Francisco — California
Phone: Douglas 4719

Front view will without a hat.

Aliens of other regions should consult their local authorities. Aliens filing applications may take a member of their family or friend to the post office. If they cannot write, they are advised to take someone with them who writes plainly. If such a person is not available, clerks at the post office will help them with their application.

Certificates of Identification will be delivered to the aliens personally at their residence addresses. Aliens are asked to cooperate in every way possible with the post office carriers to facilitate delivery and acceptance.

The requirements should involve no expense to the aliens except for the photographs. It is not necessary to pay any person or organization for assistance. The Government, which includes the Post Office, will assist the alien as much as possible.

Failure to comply with the new regulations may be punished by severe penalties, including possible imprisonment of the enemy alien for the duration of the war.

The regulations provide that after a careful check has been made of each application, the applicant will be provided with a Certificate of Identification bearing his photograph, index fingerprint and signature. He will thereafter be required to carry the certificate with him at all times.

Aliens of enemy nationalities who fail to produce their Alien Registration Receipt Card when applying for Certificates of Identification run the risk of either incurring considerable delay in obtaining their Certificates, or of being refused to obtain them.

(Continued on page 9)
Federal Govt. Rulings

Contraband Articles...Traveling Property Interests...General License Espionage...Telephones, Telegraphs

Through the dissemination of accurate and timely information, the Japanese American Citizens' League was able, in part, to alleviate the fears and doubts which arose during the outbreak of war. This following summary of developments concerning citizens and the following paragraphs on contraband.

CONTRABAND

By Presidential proclamation, "no alien shall have in his possession, custody or control at any time or place of any of the following enumerated articles":

Firearms, weapons or implements of war or of components parts thereof, ammunition, bombs, explosives or material used in the manufacture of explosives,

Short-wave radio receiving sets, transmitters, cables, or parts thereof, paper, or paper products, in which there may be invisible writing, printing, patterns, or drawings, or graphically represented by any military or naval installations or equipment or any armament, implements of war, devices or thing used or intended to be used in the combat equipment of the land or naval forces of the United States or of any military or naval post, camp or station.

All such property found in the possession of any alien in the violation of foregoing regulations shall be subject to seizure and forfeiture.

TRAVELING

Also by Presidential proclamation, no alien shall undertake any air flight or any in the air, in any airplane, aircraft or balloon of any sort or color or in or on any vehicle, commercial or private, except that travel authorized by the Attorney General.

No alien shall land in, enter or leave any United States, except under regulations prescribed by the Attorney General.

An alien shall not change his place of abode or occupation or other place of residence from one place to place without full compliance with all regulations of the Attorney General may from time to time prescribe.

No alien shall enter or be found in or upon any highway, waterway, airway, public utility building, place of business or thing having been or described by the public generally, and not generally by the public.

No Japanese national may travel on any public conveyance at any time or place without special clearance from Washington, D.C.

All American citizens may travel on any conveyance so long as they can produce birth certificates and other identification required.

PROPERTY INTERESTS

Property interests of every national of Japan must be filed with the appropriate local bank on Form TFR-300.

However, these forms have yet not come from Washington so are not available for distribution and use, the original deadline for these reports, January 15, has been extended to March 15.

As soon as these forms are filed, they will be forwarded to National JA-CL Headquarters to expedite distribution to local membership chapters.

According to current information all those who have been residing in the continental United States at all times on and since June 17, 1940, are affected by this regulation.

Length of residence prior to June 17, 1940 does not affect this regulation and is not required to be submitted to that time, if only for a temporary visit or stay, the border, disqualifies the alien national from applying for this General License No. 29-A, effective a month ago, and for the specific on this page.

All assets and property owned or controlled by any alien at the total one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more, or reported on this form TFR-300. Japanese bonds are to be evaluated to the date the report is filed.

Failure to report will make such assets liable to freezing and further penalties for the individual.

Each description of property on this form are anticipated to be received concurrently. As soon as this information is available, it will be made available to the, through the same AGLC channels.

Form TFR-1 calls for the filing of an affidavit with a Federal Reserve District Bank, or other alien national licensed under General License No. 68-A whose business enterprise has a total permanent property value in excess of $5,000.00.

These affidavits are due on February 15.

TELEPHONES AND TELEGRAPHS

Only citizens of the United States who can show satisfactory evidence of their citizenship are permitted to send telegrams or to use tele-photograph lines. These cannot be sent or changed charges reversed; copies of all messages should be kept for your own protection. Telegrams and telephone calls may not be delivered or put through, subject to orders from Washington, D.C. The same rule applies to first class mail to certain addresses.

NATIONAL CHAIN

The United States imposes a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment of not more than two years or both against persons unlawfully obtaining or permitting to be obtained information affecting national defense or military defense, or making or attempting to make information affecting national defense subject to death, or imprisonment for not more than 30 years, or both. Harboring or concealing violators of laws is liable to punishment of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment for not more than two years, or both.

GENERAL LICENSE

The Treasury issued a general license which unseal the account of Japanese nationals who have resided continuously within the continental United States since June 17, 1940, and permits business enterprises within the continental United States owned and controlled by such Japanese nationals to continue to operate, except in those cases in which Treasury representatives are maintained on the premises or an official Treasury notice is posted, indicating that such premises are under government control. Statements in this license may be issued to many enter-prises which Treasury representatives are maintained on the premises or an official Treasury notice is posted, indicating that such premises are under government control. Statements in this license may be issued to many enterprises which Treasury representatives are maintained on the premises or an official Treasury notice is posted, indicating that such premises are under government control. Statements in this license may be issued to many enterprises which Treasury representatives are maintained on the premises or an official Treasury notice is posted, indicating that such premises are under government control.
There is a Reason!!
More Users This Year
More Users EVERY Year
Let GAUVOTA Start to Work for YOU Now!

Look for the Trademark

Dr. George Y. Hiura
Dentistry
203 Bodega Avenue
Sebastopol, California

Pacific Guano Company
Berkeley, Calif.
2nd & Hearst,
Phone: Berkeley 7120

On Sack or Tag

Holsurn Eggs
Packed by
Otani Bros.
1213 Folsom St.
Ph. Underhill 0162
San Francisco, Calif.
Route 1 Box 326
Phone 69-F-5
Petaluma, California

Compliments and Best Wishes
SUNLAND SULPHUR CO., INC.

Fresno, California

U.S. Defense Quiz
Farm Program

Questions:
1. What did Secretary of Agriculture Wickard recently say concerning food, war and peace?
2. What is the Farm Defense Program called for?
3. How have the farm production goals for 1942 been established?
4. How are the prices of agricultural products safeguarded under this program?
5. Is it necessary to plow up additional land to get increased production?
6. Does the Farm Defense Program call for increased production of every commodity?
7. What commodities are needed most for defense?

Answers:
1. "Food will win the war and save the Peace."
2. It is a program providing for a complete mobilization of American agriculture to adjust agricultural production to domestic needs of our nation and the needs of other nations resisting aggression.
3. They have been established in part on the basis of what Americans need for increased nutrition, in part upon what the markets of 1942 will take and in each case on the basis of what the United States must have for itself and for 15 years of peace.
4. Public Law No. 147 of the 77th Congress, approved July 1, 1941, makes mandatory, within the limits of available funds, a price support of at least 85 per cent of parity for those agricultural commodities for which the Secretary of Agriculture publicly proclaims the need for expanded production. To date, these include only cheese, evaporated milk, dry skim milk, hogs, eggs, and chickens. The list may be added to, however, by public proclamation by the Secretary of Agriculture, thus automatically extending price support to other commodities.
5. No. Farmers can get extra production by shifting some of the land from crops which are not needed to crops which are needed. Additional production can also be obtained by more scientific methods.
6. No. Production of certain commodities will be increased, the production of others will be curtailed, and that of other, will be kept steady. It is just as important to national defense and the future national welfare that production of some commodities be held in check as total supplies of others be increased.
7. Commodities most needed are milk, dairy products, eggs, meats, vegetables, and fruits.

New Year Greetings from
Sonoma County J. A. C. L.
Art Sugiyama
Mas Nagase
Henry Shimizu
Hiroyo Ueda
William Hiura
Masao Matsuzuka
Henry Ohara
Jim Miyano
Minoru Makioka
Takashi Koga
Mona Hirooka
George Matsumoto
Koosumi Ono
Ben Kawats
George Shimizu
Mary Kai
Paul Claus
Jim Kuboichi
Fumio Sugawara
R. Furusaki
Sum Katayoshi
Tomi Hayashi

Compliments and Best Wishes
SUNLAND SULPHUR CO., INC.

Fresno, California

Department of Agriculture Warns Against Speculation in Acreage

The mounting prices of farm products and the spending of billions for defense work should be a welcome relief to the farmers who are making up the news value of the land. However, the farmers must guard against letting the rising farm incomes become once more an instrument for the overcapitalization of agriculture and an undue expansion of farm debts.

In war time, there is likely to be a tendency to grab while the grabbing seems good. War time profits and prices can look very appealing, and temptation will be great for the farmers to buy additional land on borrowed capital in order to increase their output of agricultural products. A lot of

(Continued on Page 11)

Inland Fertilizer Company
4144 Bendini Boulevard, L. A.
Angelus 5101
G. C. Dunford, Mgr.

How much is soil erosion costing the Nation? According to estimates made by the Soil Conservation Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, erosion of the soil costs the United States about $3,844,000 yearly. Survey shows that ONE HOP of the land in this country has been damaged by erosion. — Photo shows an eroded, abandoned California orchard.

Farmerettes . . .

In order to train young women to replace men of the farm called for military or defense, industry the National Farm Youth Foundation founds open its doors to Farmerettes, as a contribution to national defense.

Announcement of this new policy was recently made by Roger M. Keys, director of the foundation, which is sponsored by the Ferguson-Sherman Manufacturing Corporation, the cooperation of Henry and Edsel Ford.

The course will include training in what to grow, how to grow it and a course in the use and maintenance of farm equipment in addition to the topics taught last year. The work of girls and women will in every respect be the same as that given to young men.

Any women, between the ages of 17 and 26, who live on a farm on an American farm who are not in the United States are the children of the local representative of the organization of the National Farm Youth Foundation, are eligible for membership.

Random Notes . . .

A large majority of the nine farmers do not keep books on their farm operations. Such records will be valuable this year because the rise in farm income and lowered expenditures will force many additional farmers to file income-tax returns. All who should give a boost to the keeping of farm records. If costs and income from each operation are on hand, farmers will find it easier to make separate returns.

Nine farmers are urged to use the California Farm Record Book, which has been especially prepared to assist farmers in keeping records of cost and income. This booklet may be purchased at your local farm advisor's office for a nominal sum.

But U.S. Defense Bonds
Warning on Speculation...

(Continued from Page 11)

(Continued on Page 11) self-restraint will have to be practiced by the farmers if they are to prevent a land boom similar to the one that occurred following World War I.

Determined to prevent a repetition of what did happen, the United States Department of Agriculture is warning the farmers against speculative increases of farm acreage. Contrary to the experience in the last war, it will not be necessary to plow-up thousands of unproductive acres to meet the new demands. Extra production can be obtained by more scientific methods of farming and by shifting some of the land from crops which are needed to crops which are needed.

Although there seems little reason to expect a repetition of the violent speculative land boom which characterized 1919 and 1920, better farm prices are already beginning to cause more demand for land with some signs of unusual bidding and speculation in prices. This situation, however, has not yet reached a dangerous point, but it is time to put the brakes on. Farmers must now be put on the alert to the possible dangers ahead.

In the light of the uncertainties ahead, it is vitally important that...

Gio, Batta, Irwin Co., Limited
G. Bonora, Mgr.
Wholesale Fruit & Produce
322 Franklin St., Oakland, Calif.

A. LEVY & J. ZENTNER COMPANY

FRUIT & PRODUCE

Receivers-Distributors-Jobbers

S. W. Cor. Franklin & Third Sts.
Ph. 1650
OAKLAND CALIFORNIA

W. A. ROUSE & CO.

Produce Commission Merchants
Established 1877

Fruits, Vegetables

Phone: G6encourt 1065

Ranch Market

HARRY NAKAMURA, Prop.

Quality Fruits and Vegetables

555 E. 14th St.,
San Leandro, California

when times may be harder. The fund will draw interest at the rate at which borrowers pay interest on their loans, which in most cases amounts to 3% per cent. This plan offers an excellent opportunity for the farmer to provide a reserve for the time when crops and prices may be unfavorable.

If most farmers take upon themselves to follow these steps, they will be better able to survive the inevitable let-down when the present defense and war surge has subsided. Agriculture cannot afford another period of unwise exploitation of land with the accompanying economic maladjustments which followed the last war.

The Union Ice Co.
H. A. Edwards, Mgr.

Berti Produce Company

Quality Dealer of Fruits and Vegetables

400 Davis Street
Cor. Davis & Wash. Sts.
San Francisco, Calif.

New Year Greetings from...

WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP J. A. C. L.

S. Toda
T. Doi
K. Nakamura
T. Doi
S. Mune
H. Konda
S. Oku
T. Shiozaki
Y. Kawaguchi
Jack Machida
Mr. T. Inouye
Mr. and Mrs. Hanashichi
Mr. and Mrs. S. Inada
Mr. and Mrs. B. Hirohakushi
Mr. and Mrs. K. Inouye
Nora Sakaki
Mr. and Mrs. S. Ogawa
Frank Sekiguchia
Kiyoshi Kado
S. Chaya
Vernon Ichihara
Hiroji Egashira
Harry Sakata

Compliments of...

Peterson Tractor & Equipment Co.

645 Watkins Street, Hayward
923 Harrison Street, San Francisco

DISTRIBUTORS FOR:
"Caterpillar" Tractors, Road Machinery
LeTourneau Earthmoving Equipment
John Deere Farm Machinery

ARTHUR C. DAY

Phone: Hayward 837

357 Centre Street
Hayward, California

Season's Greetings...

Jacobs, Malcolm & Burtt
Wholesale Fruit & Produce
Cor. Drumm & Washington
San Francisco, California

Lion Produce

General Produce Merchants

Ph. Garfield 6372
215-221 Washington St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Conservation of Farm Machinery

Agriculture is a major factor in the economy of many countries, and it is becoming increasingly important in the United States. The conservation of farm machinery is a critical aspect of this economy, as it affects both the productivity and the efficiency of agricultural operations. This page discusses the importance of conservation of farm machinery, the challenges faced by farmers, and the benefits of proper conservation practices.

Signal Oil Company

S. Barclay - Dist.
Phone: 515
Hollister California

Gaviota Fertilizers

Best and Most Reliable

Attested by: 90% of the Growers in San Benito County
For All Types of Soil Correctors
Cover Crop-Pasture Seeds
Dusting Materials...Call on

F. E. TROWBRIDGE
Ph. 41-F-3 Hollister Rt. 1 Box 31
We have the latest type Side-dressing Equipment

Planning More Defense Foods

Farmers in this State and elsewhere in America are beginning to make plans for producing more "defense foods" in 1942. Among the highly-nutritious foods needed in greater quantity are milk, cheese, eggs, meats, and vegetables. Good market prices for the year are assured. Every farmer in the nation will be visited this fall by an AAA farm program committee who will assist in planning the harvest.

Struggle to Defend Democracy...

Pro: Cooperatives

By CLAUDE E. WICKARD
Secretary of Agriculture

In this country public opinion favors cooperatives and the law of the land gives them preferential treatment. As Secretary of Agriculture, it is my duty to favor true farmer cooperatives. For me, it is a very pleasant duty. I have helped organize and operate at least two farmer cooperatives. They were comparatively small ones, but I believe in the principles of cooperatives.

For me, it is a very pleasant duty. I have helped organize and operate at least two farmer cooperatives. They were comparatively small ones, but I believe in the principles of cooperatives.

For me, it is a very pleasant duty. I have helped organize and operate at least two farmer cooperatives. They were comparatively small ones, but I believe in the principles of cooperatives.

For me, it is a very pleasant duty. I have helped organize and operate at least two farmer cooperatives. They were comparatively small ones, but I believe in the principles of cooperatives.
New Year Greetings

Wayne Basket Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of Paper And Wooden Berry Baskets
San Jose, California

Market Hauling Company
De Anza Hotel
560 North Fifth Street
Phone: Columbia 555
San Jose, Calif.

Kawahara Seed Company
MAY GITAZAWA

Valley Equipment Co.
Trucks—Tractors—Industrial Equipment
McCormick-Deering
Formal Tractors— Implements—Repairs
Sales and Service
1178 W. San Carlos
San Jose, Calif.
Phone: Ballard 444

Greetings from San Jose Unit
UNITED CITIZENS LEAGUE
Mrs. Carol Bashihara
Toshi Takeda
Lecy Takatani
Wright Kawakami
Tomiko and June Kawayoshi
Masa Kanemoto
Dr. S. Nakahara
Eiwa Shimizu
Frank Miyahara
Yoshiko and Matsuyuki Kawashima
George Fujii
Dr. and Mrs. T. Ishikawa
Clarice Taketa
Paul Kusaka
Teppo and Ayako Noda
Mitae and Regina Miyata
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Inouye
Phil Matsumura
Satoru Kawashima
Frank Fukui
Bill Kadi
George Tanaka
Eiisa Mineta
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Osawa
Mr. and Mrs. Shig Maunaga

San Jose Greetings:
Ken Ying Low Restaurant
Harry and Harry Dobashi
Tadao Kogawa
Ishikawa Company
M. Ishikawa

Greetings from Mt. View Unit
UNITED CITIZENS LEAGUE
President, Itsumi Kawamoto
Vice-President, Kamahige Ohno
Correa Sec., Mrs. L. Kawamoto
Treas., Masao Osawa
Rec. Sec., Eiichi Tanaka
Reporter, George Tanaka
Sec. Welfare, John Miyamoto
Board of Governors
Harry Miyata
Henry Kyomura
Fred Yonemoto
Elizabeth Ogata
Masaya Ura
Mrs. N. Nakamura

KAWAKAMI COMPANY
Wright Kawakami, Prop.

STATIONERY — NOVELTIES

WRIGHT KAWAKAMI
Optometrist
227 Jackson Street
San Jose, Calif.
Phone: Ballard 1718

TANIZAWA MARKET
Groceries • Meats • Liquors
140 Jackson Street
San Jose, Calif.
Phone: Columbia 237

MIKADO & CO.
For Distinctive Oriental
Art Goods — Gifts — Novelties
57 So. Second Street
San Jose, Calif.

Omori Brothers Service
Dick and Doug Omori, Proprietors
Union Oil Products — United Motor Service
Complete Automotive & Battery Service
Cor. 5th & Jackson Sts.
San Jose, Calif.
Phone: Ballard 8638

ASAHI
Sukiyaki and Chop Suey
695 S. SIXTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Phone: Ballard 2546

KANIO COMPANY
K. Y. Kani
Groceries, Meats, Vegetables
603 S. SIXTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Phone: Columbia 2655

Pro: Cooperatives

(Continued from Page 13)

ing agriculture took after the first World War and are afraid this may happen again if they produce more. They forget that we had no national farm programs in 1917 and 1918—nothing to prevent unbridled expansion and waste of soil fertility. Today farmers have the machinery to control expanded production of foods that are needed and to control marketing as well. There’s no reason now to be afraid of burdensome surpluses of vital foods.

My fears are of an entirely different sort. I am afraid that we will not be able to produce enough of the foods we need. From some standpoints, food reserves are more important than reserves of guns, munitions, planes, and ships.

(Edited’s Note: Permission for the use of the article by Claude M. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture, was granted the Pacific Citizen by Paul Parker, Information director of the Federal Credit Administration.)

Ed Morihiro
Associated Service
Cor. Jackson & N. 4th St.
San Jose, Calif.

Okida Company
JAMES OKIDA
248 Jackson Street
San Jose, Calif.

Calif. Pine Box Distributors
L. SWANSON, DIST. MGR.
340 Terranea St.
San Jose, California

ALVARADO

Northern Calif. Fertilizer Co.
Y. BEPP
901 North Tenth Street
San Jose, Calif.
Consort of
Farm Resources
Now Necessary

Soil-Building
Practices Urged
During War Time

Under the present war-time econ-
omy, soil-building practices are essen-
tial to the conservation of agricultural re-
sources. The Department of Agricul-
ture is urging soil-building and soil con-
serving practices in order to conserve the
resources essential to the production of
food and other necessities. The conserva-
tion of agricultural resources is essential
to this country's war effort. Therefore,
the AAA Program in 1942 will give
practical guidance to farmers in these practices.

The 1942 Conservation Act, which is
engaged in a war effort of tremendous propor-
tions, is expected to bring about a
blessing to both the Pacific and the At-
tlantic.

The problems, and the remedies, are
many, and the weight of long and thorough preparations are
expected to win and thus preserve our American way of
life. To that end American citizens of Japanese
ancestry are urged to persevere and
persevere. That the agricultural
warfare of the Japanese and
the Americans may be eliminated once and for all.

The soil is brought back to
the war-stricken area.

We are confident that Nisei citi-
yes will demonstrate their loyalty in this hour of our country's great
need. There will be a long struggle. It will be fought with
patience, sacrifice, and uncompro-
mising spirit. But the end will
come in the patriotic way.

FROG FINS IN TENNIS AND
FONG FONG

1. —Learn to step perfectly while
warming up. (Usually the
steps are too high and
orally landed in the
Western Pacific. To do this
will require two or three
months, but the accomplishment
will be worth the effort.

2. —Learn to pivot in synthetic
running and jumping.

3. —Learn to pivot in
unison, to carry
the opponent, and
pivot in the
unison.

4. —Cooperation and
collaboration. (Co-
operation among players and
the cooperation of the
coach with the
umpire.)

5. —The ability of a
team to check the
opponent's score.

6. —Know various
types of
dribbling and
the peculiarities of
dribbling.

7. —Learn maneuvers to penetrate
various types of defenses employed
by the opponents. One must
study these types
and practice them during
the course of the
tournament.

8. —The ability of a
team to rise to
two or more
consecutive points.

9. —Learn to avoid
two or more
consecutive points
while warming up. (Usually
these two or more
consecutive points
are avoided by
the opponent.)

10. —Learn to
pivot and
pivot in
unison. It
is
impossible
to
pivot
and
pivot
in
unison. It
is
impossible
to
pivot
and
pivot
in
unison. It
is
impossible

11. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

12. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

13. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

14. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

15. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

16. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

17. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

18. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

19. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,

20. —Learn to
pivot in
unison,
1,300 SEATTLE JAPANESE PLEDGE LOYALTY

San Pedro Citizens Plead:

"Give Us a Chance to Do Our Share"

San DIego, Calif.—Local citizens recently personally called upon Mayor P. J. Benbough and delivered a communication which pledged "full and unqualified support to any measure taken by our office, the city of San Diego, and other agencies responsible for the defense of our country and we place ourselves in readiness for any service to us."

League members and Lt. Max I. Black, city defense council executive director, grouped themselves around the mayor as he read: "May we ask the people of San Diego, through the good graces of your office, that they be tolerant and considerate to our parents who are indifferent over this insidious attack. Since words alone will not win this war, we, too, are ready to sacrifice our lives to bring a clean-cut victory to the United States. Fellow Americans, give us a chance to do our share to make this world a better place to live in."

Tom Mitsu, treasurer, and Fred Katsuruma, president, at this time voiced the plea of the chapter's 200 members for the public's understanding that "we are American citizens and as such, desire to cooperate with the government in this emergency."

UNITING FOR DEMOCRACY

The intelligence unit is working in co-operation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation to uncover subversive activities.

Generally speaking, the entire community has rallied behind the JACL defense effort, financially as well as morally. Contributions for defense work have rolled in from the very beginning, and now a concerted fund drive is under way to meet the defense council budget of $500 monthly, plus $100 more to keep the JACL office open.

Partially through the work of the JACL defense council, and partially because of the fine citizenship record of local Japanese, both public and officials have been understanding of the community's problems. The newspapers have been cooperating and city and federal officials have gone out of their way to aid the JACL defense council.

The most pressing problem is that of unemployment, and its exact nature, as well as steps which might be taken to remedy it, should be known soon after the present survey is finished.

JACL Emergency Defense Council. They professed their loyalty in ringing voices and supported the views of the principal speakers, Mayor Earl Milliken and U. S. Senator F. E. Allen. The rally in December launched the Council upon its busy program of aiding the welfare of the Japanese community. — (Photo: Courtesy Seattle Times)

Fresnans Adopt War-Time Face for Emergency

FRESNO, Calif.—The American citizens of this and many other communities are taking emergency measures in order to facilitate that war effort. Thus JACL during the critical days following the declaration of war.

The chapter is keeping in constant touch with city, county, state, and federal officials to coordinate defense programs.

Among the first emergency measures taken by the chapter was the establishment of the full office at 1311 Tulare street to concentrate all the activities and to act as information and welfare center for the Japanese residents of Fresno County. The present office, occupancy by the present office secretary, Charles Okamoto, has been supplemented by a Red Cross drive and a many new members were enlisted during a series of district. Under the leadership of the chapter.